dorfer [Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 505 (1979) ]. Equation (3) should read v,~= i (16Z, 'ym/3v'D") (1 -3/7D') .
The element H» of the energy matrix (6) should read (u~, iF~-/2 In line 7 on page 507 the damping constants should read I', = F(I + &u, /~) and I", = F(1 -&u,/&u). The second footnote to Table I should read "V determined to. .. , " not "v determined to ... . "
YANG-LEE EDGE SINGULARITY FROM
The sentence in the second line to the caption of Table I 
. (R).
In line 5, page 850, the lower limit of the integral should be b, not 0.
(dV'/dR)~» appearing in the second term of Eq.
(6) should be (dV"/dR)~,~~.
